RNA flexibility in the dimerization domain of a gamma retrovirus.
Retroviruses are the causative agents of serious diseases, such as acquired immunodeficiency syndromes and several cancers, and are also useful gene therapy vectors. Retroviruses contain two sense-strand RNA genomes, which become linked at their 5' ends to form an RNA dimer. Understanding the molecular basis for dimerization may yield new approaches for controlling viral infectivity. Because this RNA domain is highly conserved within retrovirus groups, it has not been possible to define a consensus structure for the 5' dimerization domain by comparative sequence analysis. Here, we defined a 170-nucleotide minimal dimerization active sequence (MiDAS) for a representative gamma retrovirus, the Moloney murine sarcoma virus, by stringent competitive dimerization. We then analyzed the structure at every nucleotide in the MiDAS monomeric starting state with quantitative selective 2'-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) chemistry. Notably, SHAPE analysis demonstrated that the RNA monomer contains an extensive flexible domain spanning 50 nucleotides. These findings support a structural model in which RNA flexibility directly facilitates retroviral genome dimerization by reducing the energetic cost of disrupting pre-existing base pairings in the monomer.